
Sometimes the Unethical Strut like Peacocks 
  
            Sometimes individuals are engaged in activities that damage others, and when they get 
away with it, they strut like peacocks. They act as if they are the winners. Hopefully, there are 
very few of these. 
 
Imagine someone who damages property, invades privacy, steals, lies to the violated, shows 
bias, threatens others who are aware, brazenly declares that they can’t be stopped and there is 
nothing others can do. They even find misguided people to support and protect them. They 
blame and try to isolate the victim. They delude themselves into believing they are in the right. 
Maybe only a very few do all of these things, but perhaps there are more who do many of them. 
While this kind of activity has occurred at all eras in history, often with disastrous results, we, of 
course, keep trying to avoid and banish such destructive behavior. 
 
What makes someone behave like this? The word sociopathic comes to mind. Some lack a 
conscience. Some intend to intimidate and harass. Some are on an ego trip. Some convince 
themselves it is ok. Some very strange ones might think it is just fun!  Some maybe do it out of 
vengeance. Some might argue that it is to prevent another evil. But, these don’t seem 
completely justifiable. 
 
How do they get away with it? Maybe they are simply very powerful. Maybe it can’t be legally 
proven. Many observers don’t want to be involved, avoid deciding, and will even blame the 
victims. Many are easily swayed by misguided voices and avoid finding the facts. It has been 
said that “the only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.” 
(Edmund Burke) 
 
There is the legal vs. ethical problem, where if something can’t be legally proven, some will 
assume it can't be challenged – maybe even somewhat acceptable. But even though it can’t be 
proven, it can still be unethical, even if no one ever knows. Shouldn’t we strive to be ethical and 
fair, even when something can’t be legally proven? Most interpersonal problems in life, by far, 
are worked out without demonstrating legal guilt. Some people find it necessary to hide behind 
the lack of legal guilt even when real guilt is known to them. 
 
We have the rule of law in our society where the weaker and less influential are intended to be 
protected by law. There are organizations that do protect their members and oust those who are 
destructive to others. These organizations and their leaders are to be applauded. 
 
But all groups do not have such laws or standards, and some have no means of enforcing them 
if they did. Also, some groups just don’t want to be involved and they prefer to ignore conflict 
and issues that feel uncomfortable. Where are the leaders of such groups? What if the leaders 
are involved? How are the leaders themselves held accountable? 
 



So what should we do? Maybe we need to stand up and be heard when unfairness happens. It 
takes courage to override the urge to go along and get along with others. Maybe we shouldn’t 
cooperate, even passively, when this happens. We should inform the victim and offer support as 
best we can. Also, we can strive to put in place structures that will address such wrongs and 
hold leaders accountable. It is a tragedy when such problematic events occur in institutions 
dedicated to the fair and ethical. 
 
Should we ignore or even be intimidated by those who do or support wrong, even if they act like 
they are justified or untouchable? Of course not. And let us bless, forgive, and support those 
who show remorse and make amends for errors. 
 


